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RECENT LOCATIONS ON THE MAP OF RHYS STUDIES: A REVIEW ESSAY

Elaine Savory
Helen Carr, Jean Rhys, Plymouth: Northcote House, 1996.
Veronica Gregg, Jean Rhys'h Historical Imagination: Reading and Writing the 
Creole, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995.
Cheryl Alexander Malcolm and David Malcolm, Jean Rhys; A Study of the Short 
Fiction, New York: Twayne, 1996.

R_odriguez, House/Garden/Hation;-, Space, Gender and Fthnicity in 
Postcolonial Latin American Literatures, by Women, Durham: Duke University Press, 
1994.
Sanford Sternlicht, Jean Rhys, New York: Twayne, 1997.

This is not so much a formal review of the above listed texts as a musing 
Qĵ  signs of directions in Rhys studies as evident from recently
published full-length analyses of her writing.

Of this diverse group of texts, Gregg's'study is clearly the most scholarly 
and substantial, though Carr's elegantly written introduction to Rhys manages in 
a small scope to range widely and to make many insightful comments. Malcolm and 
Malcolm have filled a gap in Rhys studies by offering an analysis of the place 
and nature of the short stories, though their book is oddly constructed, with 
two sections given over to brief commentary on Rhys's letters and extracts from 
David Plante's book on Rhys (1984) and from critics; it is something of a very 
selective introductory do-it-yourself kit for Rhys scholars. Sternlicht, 
¿0 p^0 ssingly, misreads Rhys almost from the first word, identifying her as a 
"woman who truly loved men"; his study seems to turn the clock back to an old 
kind of sexist criticism which entirely misses Rhys's central contradictions.

QjP0 gg's particular focus is most welcome: she reads Rhys in relation to
the work of Caribbean historians, providing a context for her discussion of 
Rhys's fictional portrayal of race, gender and class. Although the structure of 
the study is sometimes distracting, in that there are many subtitled sections 
which break the flow of the argument, and although I certainly would have 
preferred that Gregg not formulate "the Creole" as a generality, when Rhys is so 
particular a case, this is full of both responsible scholarship and valuable 
insights. Gregg rightly argues that intertextuality is a crucial element in 
Rhys's writing, especially in the context of Rhys's subversive rewriting of Jane 
Eyre. There is too much reliance on irritating rhetorical postcolonial theory 
tics in Gregg's style, indicated by such overly used terms as "inscribed," 
"othered subjectivity," "writes the subjectivity," or "discursive," but her own 
voice fortunately comes through despite this quite clearly in many places as a 
sensitive and alert response to the complexities of Rhys and her texts. Gregg 
makes wide and careful use of Rhys's unpublished writing, including letters, to 
explore her commitment to her craft. Her discussion of Rhys's "profound 
ambivalence" towards history is very interesting: she argues that ^ Y S _
fractures the idea of the unified hvmianist self and exposes it as a fiction.
The self is rather a contingent set of identities resulting from an interplay 
between self and society. Rhys becomes a kind of historiographer, constructing 
ways of reading history within West Indian culture, but never settling on a 
single position from which to do this. Gregg juxtaposes_Hesketh Bell's_account 
of thè death of an Englishman at the Boiling Lake in Dominica in 1901 with
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Rhys's "Heat." Gregg calls the latter a short story, though I would rather term 
it a kind of personal essay. Through this comparison, Gregg shows how Rhys 
retells historical anecdote in order to open up questions about identity and 
social convention. In discussing Wide Sargasso Sea, she points out how Rhys 
shifts the date of her novel away from Jane Eyre, painstakingly including 
references such as Stephen Foster's 1826 lyric "Jeannie with the Light Brown 
Hair." She extensively argues that Rhys's texts are best read as part of West 
Indian literature and culture, with which I strongly agree. A tiny quibble is 
that Dominican historian Lennox Honychurch's first name is consistently 
misspelled. Gregg's book is part of a growing body of full-length work on Rhys 
which is Caribbean-centred and includes, for example, Mary Lou Emery and Louis 
James.

Rodriguez's analysis of a group of Caribbean fictions, portraying 
Venezuela, Nicaragua,. Cuba, Guadaloupe, and in Wide Sargasso Sea, Jamaica 
(although of course that novel is alsoset in Dominica), also firmly locates 
Rhys as a Caribbean writer. Her reading, like Gregg's, is strongly- affiliated 
with a specific body of theory, in this case, the role of Neo-Positivism and 
Marxism in what she calls "transitions to modernity" in various Caribbean and 
Latin American contexts. Like Moira Ferguson and Judith Raiskin (both of whom 
pay attention to Rhys as a Caribbean writer), she includes Rhys in a focussed 
study of several women writers, which means the advantage of an interesting 
specificity of argument and the disadvantage of a narrowness in reading Rhys. 
Rodriguez-explicitly divides Rhys-critics into those establishing Rhys's 
"Englishness" and those who read her as a Caribbean writer. There is a good 
deal of strong criticism (although some over-simplification), of the 
metropolitan lobby of Rhys criticism., Rodriguez argues, following Spivak, that 
Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea could be a "metaphorical mulatta" (1994: 111), 
and that northern critics have chosen to ignore both the racial and ethnic 
identity of Antoinette and her "geonational disorientation.", It would be much 
more compelling if this argument was supported by reference to specific critics, 
because much as I agree that Rhys's Caribbean identity has been seriously 
marginalised until recently, I have trouble with some of the polemicism of 
Rodriguez' argument. However, there follows a very interesting reading of Wide 
Sargasso Sea, in which the run-down garden at Coulibri is a metaphor for the 
beginning (seeding) of the new nation, and a strong emphasis on reading 
Antoinette as a radical alternative (mulatto), whose presence alters the 
confrontation, of the Englishman and Christophine. But Antoinette is not "clearly 
mulatto. Race being a relationship as much as anything, where she enters the 
social hierarchy of her colonial world is as a white girl. Though economically 
fragile for a period of time, during which she is a "white nigger," as Tia calls 
her, her best chance of happiness, which is clearly with her mixed race cousin 
Bandi, is not open to her precisely because she is a white girl, and she ̂ oes on 
to suffer cruel treatment at t)ie hands of an English husband who holds her lower 
than himself because she is white Creole.

Of course white Creoles are almost always to some extent mixed race, though 
they may deny it, but in this case it is not the literal fact of Antoinette's 
bloodlines, but the complexities of a socio-economic hierarchy which separates 
her from Bandi, Daniel, her surrogate mother Christophine, and her husband, and 
ensures her isolation and fragility. Rodriguez's argument turns back on itself 
later when she refers to Rhys's comment that Creoles were not only identifiably 
of African descent. Bhe ends with a reading of Christophine in the context of 
Bpivak's well known essay (1985). The importance of Rodriguez' argument is that 
it draws attention to Rhys's portrayal of race in the Caribbean context, an 
issue which has not received as much critical attention as it should.

Helen Carr and Banford Bternlicht have both written a series title on Rhys 
which might be useful for students from high school to university as well as the 
general reader. But Carr's is extremely well done, whereas Bternlicht's
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suggests haste, characterised by reductive judgements and readings which suggest 
study notes for the quick apprehension of a text. Sternlicht, for example, 
describes both Lancelot Smith and Ford Madox Ford as "portly gentlemen," both 
father-figures to Rhys. But Smith was forty and Rhys twenty at the time they 
met, and from the picture of him in Angier's biography, was not at all stout; 
Ford was indeed portly and fifty; Rhys was thirty-four at the time of their 
meeting*. Though both men were older, they were quite different and so was Rhys 
at the time of meeting each.

Sternlicht's analyses of the novels seem like a compendium of earlier Rhys 
scholarship, divided into small sections, such as "Imagery," "Structure," or, in 
the case of Good Morning Midnight's themes, "Alcohol Abuse" and "Women Against 
Women." His readings of Rhys's complex narratives often turn on an overly 
simplistic assximption: he usefully details Sasha's memory of seeing and
desiring a young woman in a bordello, but then concludes that she seems -"to echo 
the contemporary heterosexual male evaluation of women as sexual objects to 
slake lust and otherwise to be disdained" (1997: 99). Which contemporary?
Which heterosexual males? If he is talking about Rhys's day, then there i? the 
extremely complex male romantic idealism, sexual exploitation, and need of 
dcimestic respectability, all of which interpreted women in British middle-class 
male cultural terms, and in the case of Good Morning Midnight, this was 1939. 
Similarly, he describes Rhys as a "rebel in her art and her life," (1997: 136), 
a comment which misses the enormously disciplined surrender to craft which Rhys 
made in her writing, though her subjects were often subversive of conventional 
social mores.

He hardly mentions the Caribbean context, apart from discussing Voyage in 
the Dark áhd Wide Sargasso Sea briefly ds postcolonial Caribbean texts. Like 
earlier Twayne author Wolfe {Jean Rhys, 1980), Sternlicht's construction of the 
Caribbean is naïve and rather colonial when he says of Antoinette that her 
"essential innocence and lack of sophistication are part of her island heritage. 
She does not know the conniving, treacherous ways of Europe. It is her fatal 
flaw." When Antoinette plots to regain her husbaçid's love by turning to the old 
and complex tradition o*f obeah, she is hardly innocent, nor is Christophine's 
advice unsophisticated. Rhys goes to great lengths to explain that part of the 
husband's capacity for cruelty results from what Europe, in the shape of his 
father, has done to him; he is not simply a heartless colonialist at first, 
though he certainly becomes capable of great cruelty later. Europe is certainly 
an invasive and oppressive presence in the novel, yet Mr. Mason leaves 
Antoinette property, though she has never truly liked him. It is also not 
accurate to say Antoinette is unconflicted about race, and simply likes black 
people, because of Christophine' (1997: 111). The children who mock her on- the 
way to school mark her sensitivities. So does the quarrel with Tia.

Sternlicht has a tendency to flatten Rhys's complexities, and at times this 
is extremely irritating. For example, he claims that "Jean's first love affair 
and probably first sexual intercourse occurred when she was sixteen. The young 
man was 21, half white and half Carib Indian with some black blood" (1997: 3). 
Though he cites Angier as source for this, his account is a complete distortion 
and collapse of Angier's very careful argument (1990), in which she connects 
Rhys's plan for a novel called "Wedding in the Carib Quarter," with a 
fictionalised account written by Rhys's older brother Owen, in which one 
chapter, about a character called Missy, seemed to Angier to suggest Rhys. In 
this. Missy has an affair with a young man of twenty-one, called Anthony, who 
is, in Angier's words, "half-white and half-Carib, with a touch of black" (1990: 
31) . But the story ends, as Owen told it, with Missy and Anthony jumping to 
their deaths from Soufrière to the sea. No such ending occured for Rhys in 
life, so we have no evidence that Owen's account was factual in any other 
respect. Angier concludes that we shall never know what actually happened, and 
even Rhys's fictional suggestions of interracial love are very sketchy and
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mysterious. Similarly, at times Sternlicht’ reduces the fine contradictions and 
angles of Rhys's characters to a simple formula: about Voyage in the Dark's
major characters, he says "each carries a symbolic burden as representative of 
gender, class, race, age and a moral position" (1997: 83). There is in fact no 
one straightforward "moral" reading of Anna or the other major characters. That 
is one of the novel's strengths. At times, Sternlicht reads with a detail and 
sensitivity which-promise much more than is often finally delivered, and'the 
chief cause is his tendency to try to make Rhys into a much more one-dimensional 
writer than she was. In his description of her as " . a rebel in her art and 
in her life" (1997: 136), he misses the contradictory forces which work in her 
prose (the severely controlling precision of her final drafts working against 
the passionate, often chaotic lives of her major characters), and in her life 
(her professionalism as a writer which collided with her passionate, chaotic 
drinking self, the only one who really boldly broke prevailing social rules).

Malcolm and Malcolm's account of the short stories is not much more than a 
hundred pages long, though the volume is filled out by the sections made up of 
extracts from Rhys's letters and conversations with David Plante, and from 
various critical sources. Like Sternlicht, they break down the texts and their 
narrative into component sections, firstly describing general identities, such
as "Narrators and Narration," and then stories, individually discussed; perhaps 
this is a Twayne house-style, but it is intrusive and often gets the discussion 
mired in basic literary analysis. The sections on narrative voice, style and 
plot and action are disappointingly brief, although there are some useful 
comments in each of them, as in the suggestion that Sleep it Off Lady revives an 
"oblique narrational position" evident in The Left Bank (1996: 7), or the 
analysis of Rhys's sentences which concludes that accessibility is a hallmark of 
Rhys's writing. They also see the portrayal of "intense subjectivity" as well 
as the ellipses and short sentences as other hallmarks in addition to the 
"weariness ... weakness ... lack of stamina," which so contribute to our sense 
of Rhys's characters as "victimized and damaged," (1996: 9-10). The stories 
analysed are "Illusion," "Mannequin," "La Grosse Fifi," "Till -September 
Petronella," "Let Them Call It Jazz," "Outside the Machine," "A Solid House,"
"I Spy a Stranger," "The Day They Burned the Books," "Pioneers, Oh Pioneers," 
and "On Not Shooting Sitting Birds," each of which is assigned by a subtitle to 
be a theme in the larger exploration of the stories. "Pioneers, Oh Pioneers", 
for example has "The Male as Outsider," a careful and detailed reading of 
gender, race, and class elements which- are laid out by Rhys with fascinating 
complexity. The Malcolms make a final connection betv/een Ramage and 
Antoinette's husband in Wide Sargasso Sea, both ultimate outsiders despite 
starting with a hand of racial, gender, and class privilege. Of course Ramage's 
suicide marks him as trapped in a -society where he has incurred the enmity of 
both the black and white communities and despite his retreat to nature, his 
eccentricities are available to public view, as when he appears naked to his 
neighbours; by contrast, though the Malcolms do not make this point,
Antoinette's husband has an escape route back to England. This is a crucial 
difference. *■

Though at times rather too concerned with plot and theme, and especially 
with their central figure of the outsider in Rhys's short fiction, the Malcolms' 
book fills an important niche in Rhys criticism^ for the ^tories have been 
marginalised overall, with even Angier being forced to drop her literary 
discussion of them when length was an issue in her biography. In their asides 
are often -valuable ideas, such as that motherhood is only connected with 
happiness three times in Rhys's fiction ( "Learning to Be a Mother," Sasha's 
memory of pregnancy in Good Morning, Midnight, and Francine's memory of the 
summer of 1921, which included her pregnancy, in Voyage in the Dark), or that in 
"A Solid House," Britain is portrayed at war with itself as well as Germany.
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Helen Carr's discussion of Rhys begins with three chapters which siirranarize 
Rhys criticism and Rhys's relation to literary and cultural currents: Carr sees
her as having a "feminized, ex-colonial modernism," and claims that Rhys moves 
closer to postmodernism than "some" of her contemporaries, because she writes 
from a position of marginality, and dislocation, and uses multiple voices and 
"...fragmentary, shifting collages" (1996: 26). A fourth chapter deals briefly 
with the issue of autobiographical writing and Rhys; there follows a tightly 
organised discussion of Rhys's connection to France which includes reference to 
African and*Caribbean writers and to Paul Gilroy's argiment in Black Atlantic 
(1993) about a predating of the postmodern in those marginalised by Euro- 
American cultures, which Carr extends to Rhys. Though she does not convince me 
that the use of the concept of the postmodern may be uncomplicatedly applied to 
Rhys, her sharp observations are often not only accurate but enjoyable as well. 
She skewers the Alvarez school of Rhys criticism, "(g)ood at emotion, poor on 
ideas - that was another of those female stereotypes which stuck to Rhys" (1996: 
7) .

Good Morning, Midnight is the major focus of the discussion. Carr believes 
it will come to be seen as one of "the great anti-fascist novels of the 
thirties" (1996: 20), and several of her chapters analyse it from slightly 
different vantage points. This is an unusual and productive option for the 
structure of a*book on Rhys. Kristeva's concept of the abject is particularly 
interesting as Carr applies it to Sasha.

Carr's comparisons of Rhys with other writers are often interesting and 
also wide-ranging, though once or twice a little strained. To suggest that the 
depth and complexity of Toni Morrison's use of the oral tradition is somehow 
comparable with the relatively submerged influence of the Caribbean oral 
tradition in Rhys's texts is not particularly helpful; it is certainly true that 
Caribbean language echoes within Rhys's sentences, but Toni Morrison is centred 
and grounded in her own cultural space, whereas Rhys was always marginal, 
displaced, and ambivalent. Their translations of ethnic cultural forms into 
fiction are therefore rather different.

Finally, an appeal. I am sad that Carr could ever drift conventionally 
into the terminology of postcolonial/postmodern-speak, a kind of writing which 
would offend Rhys, I am sure, by the ways in which it replaces subtleties of 
observations and analysis by quick touchstones of words. I am not, you 
understand, in the least rejecting these two huge and complex areas of scholarly 
theory and critical discourse, but rather making à plea for good writing, and 
Carr writes well. But when she claims that Rhys's textuality is "counter- 
discoursé," she implies a consistency of position which I think undermines 
Rhys's complexities, and when she declares that Rhys "questions and destabilises 
the hegemonic language which seeks to define her in its terms," again I think 
she implies a deliberate and sustained position which betrays Rhys's peculiarly 
powerful ability,to spot hersel’f standing on both sides of the divide, whatever 
that might be. Rhys was colonialist and racist as well as anti-colonialist and 
anti-racist. She was hostile to women, and the textual champion of displaced 
women in conflict with socially established.men. She was extremely complicated 
in her textual constructions of class as well as in her own comments on it. I 
could go on. Unfortunately, the extraordinary brilliance of some postmodern and 
postcolonial theory has meant that some terms and approaches are slipped into a 
specific discussion without being caught precisely or used to creative effect.

Recently, I heard a graduate student mourning the fact that Rhys has been 
too much.written about, that there's nothing new left under her sun. But what 
is always new are the ways in which different readers create her. The- history 
of Rhys criticism has seen a great and appropriate complication of Rhys's 
identity. She is Caribbean, modernist, a woman writer interesting to feminist
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critics, an exile, postcolonial. I think she is also extremely contradictory in 
most of those identities, and that the more we look at Rhys's contradictions, 
the more we might begin to read our own. But that's another story: perhaps the
next chapter of our relation with this writer who will not let us go.
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